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With permanent monitoring of international trends, technology and training of employees and production capacity, the company is able to offer complete solutions for their customers. Company was established in 2004, and with the constant improvement of the business and production systems, has become synonymous for quality, innovation and creativity. Manufacturing plant is equipped with a new CNC machines (Urban and Eumatec) with very large production capacity. Investment in equipment for the production has made the company Tester-Al become one of the largest producers and exporters of aluminum and PVC in the territory of Serbia. Authorized partner of Schüco international group.

Tester-Al is the business system for designing, manufacturing and installing:
- aluminum and PVC windows and doors
- glass facades
- blinds and shutters
- fence
- verandas and winter garden
- main entrance doors
Al Joinery

Aluminum Doors and Windows
ALU Production

Thing that stands out for aluminum windows is the first and simple synonym: LUXURY

This high-quality material with long life and non-decreasing value is unique for its malleability and color diversity. The main reason for the choice of material is uniform appearance and large glass windows and door sizes.

Whether for new buildings or when renovating - basic aluminum windows Schüco can be used for any building construction - an alternative to across the board, insiders or out windows which opened out with wings. A wide range of system options and an extensive range of accessories are the basis for the implementation of creative skins.

This very precise processing of aluminum windows are thermally insulated, also have the advantages of aluminum: long-term durability, strength and robustness, narrow eyes and a variety of options in the implementation of insight - and even larger window sizes.

Aluminum windows has improved thermal insulation in construction depth. Windows saves energy and thus the high cost of heating. These excellent values is achieved widespread isolation zone and an optimized center bulkhead insulation. Another positive aspect increasing good feeling: optimized sealing systems, window profiles in addition to guarantee excellent thermal insulation as well as excellent insulation against noise and weather conditions - so you can feel at home as possible.

Advantages of aluminum windows and doors:
- Static strength
- Maintenance and cleaning
- Wide range of colors
- Meet all requirements of modern architecture
- High thermal and sound isolation
PVC Production

PVC windows are the best investment for energy efficiency and comfort of living. Tester-al windows are appropriate for each building, and reconstruction of older buildings. Brand Schüco are the highest class of quality windows are offered in a wide range of building options and colors. Choose an extensive program of Tester-al.

The unparalleled properties of PVC windows create a range of unique advantages in products manufactured from it:

- perfect quality
- high degree of functionality
- wealth of possibilities for individual design
- the best thermal insulation properties
- wide range of color solutions
- extensive program of systems
Entry Doors

Security Door
Street Door
Entry Doors

For **dream homes, storefronts, and offices**, Tester-al offers world-class **custom aluminum doors, architectural doors, entry doors** and much more for a beautiful and functional design.

Tester-al aluminum doors and windows provide a timeless look that perfectly complements your existing architecture while lasting for years on end.

Each door is custom made to your exact specification. You can choose between;

- Door handles to many different styles and materials
- High security locks with multiple locking mechanism
- Wide range of beautiful panels
- All materials used in Tester-al doors and windows are of the highest quality possible
- This guarantees a life long service.
Facade panels and roofing
Façade

Curtain walls and atriums are pioneering aluminum systems for the construction of sun parlors and modern buildings’ facades and they offer a direct contact with the natural environment.

They totally satisfy every requirement for ideal lighting, facility, safety, resistance, excellent functionalism and aesthetic result.

Main characteristics:

- Atrium & Curtain wall system with visible grid
- Recommended for vertical constructions
- For high aesthetics constructions
- Possibility to place windows and projected windows
- High performances certified at the ift Rosenheim institute
- Height and highest dimension of glazing grid
- The full range of profiles covers all architectural needs (Internal and external angles of 90 degrees, standard angles and circular structures with variable angles)
- Variety of pressure plates caps which offer various aesthetic effects
- Specific profiles and fittings for water drainage and diversion outside the building.
Verandas

Verandas Winter gardens
Light, air and contact with nature are basic needs for human beings. They ensure our well-being. With a conservatory, you can fulfill these needs all the year round. It creates a comfortable and homely atmosphere and brings more light to your living space. You can experience the specific beauty of each season at close quarters without feeling the disadvantages of the cold and wet. Enjoy spring and autumn even when it is cold or raining, and sit amid the most idyllic winter landscape without freezing.

Tester-al conservatories consist of various components all perfectly matched to one another. As a result of this variety, the conservatory can be matched individually to the style of your house. Thermal and moisture-related loading on conservatories requires high-quality building materials. With thermally insulated profiles and glazing of the highest quality, our conservatories meet the requirements of the EnEV energy saving regulations.
Blinds / Shutters
Blinds crafted entirely of aluminum, especially suitable for outdoor use and combination of stuffed lamella. Boxes of polyurethane except provide durability and excellent isolation. Operate manually via tape and crank or over the engine with a switch and remote control.

Shutters are used for heavy objects with movable and fixed lamellas. Function as a separate entity regardless of the window. Own frame, hinges and closing mechanism.

Combination of production of AL.windows, AL.doors, AL.blinds, mosquito nets and AL grille (shutters), give the complete offer in the area of production and construction of Aluminium joinery.
Railing / Fences

AI and Stainless Steel
AL and stainless steel railing

Tester - Al’s program contains aluminum and stainless steel enclosure.

Solutions of our project team are accepted by world leading companies such as NCC and Skanska. There was a realization of our design solutions on our mutual satisfaction. Cooperation is continuing and our production facility product a great amount of aluminum and stainless steel railings that are installed by our team for installation in existing buildings.
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